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Some important formal systems are really developable from a finite number

of axioms in the lower classical predicate logic LK or in the intuitionistic

predicate logic LJ. Any system of this kind can be developed in LK (or in

LJ) from the single conjunction of all the axioms of the system.

I have been intending to develop usual formal systems starting from TABOOS

and standing on the primitive logic LO at first, since the logic too could be

brought up to the usual logics by means of TABOOS in LOυ. In developing

any formal system from TABOOS, we are forced to assume unwillingly that

all the TABOOS are mutually equivalent, as far as we adopt more than one

TABOOS for the system. If we could develop formal systems from single-

TABOO TABOO-systems, we could get rid of this unwilling assumption.

It would be well expected that any formal theory developable from a finite

number of axioms in LK or in LJ would be developable from a single TABOO.2)

In the present paper, I will prove that this is really the case.

Before stating the theorem, let us define the δ-TRANSFORM Spy] of any

sentence ® with respect to an h-ary relation £y (λ>0). SΓ&3 is introduced

by a structural recursive definition as follows:

@C8Qs (r)((©->g(r))->#(r)) for any elementary sentence ©,

Received January 20, 1966.
*> As for this plan, see Ono [1]. LO is called PRIMITIVE SYSTEM OF POSITIVE

LOGIC in Ono [1]. The terminology PRIMITIVE LOGIC together with its reference
notation LO has been introduced in Ono [2],

2) In my work [1], I had to assume this to bring up logics by means of TABOO
systems. The strong point of single-TABOO TABOO-systems has been pointed out also
in Ono [3].
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where τ denotes a sequence of h mutually distinct bound variables, g-transforms

are expressible in terms of implication and universal quantification only as far

as the relation g is so.

According to the results of Ono [2] and [4], we have i

Lemma 1. Any sentence © is provable in the logic LK if and only if SCF]

is provable in the logic LO for any proposition symbol F (i.e. 0-ary relation symbol

F) which is new for @. Any sentence expressible in terms of a single primitive

notion F (h-ary relation) is provable in the logic LJ if and only if ®LF] is provable

in the logic LO.

It should be noticed that we can assume without losing generality that any

formal system developable from a finite number of axioms can be regarded as

having only one primitive notion. For, any formal system developable from

a finite number of axioms has only a finite number of primitive notions, say

Riy . . . , Rm, where i?, is an w(Λ-ary relation for i = 1, . . . , m.

Let us now define s(i) by

s(i) =72(1)+ + Λ ( ί - 1 ) ( i - l , . . . , m + 1),

andletus take up an s(m + l)-ary relation symbol R. Then, i?/Us>:/ !f1, . . . ,* S <IH))

can be regarded as denoting

(Xi) ' * {Xsiiu (#s(i+u + i) * * * (Xs(m*i))R(Xi, - , #s(mfi)).

(As for details, _see Ono [3].)

Before stating the main theorem, I will state two more lemmas concerning

^-transforms.

Lemma 2. For any sentence © and for any relation £y, say h-ary, S(gO is

logically equivalent to

in the logic LO, where τ denotes a sequence of h mutually distinct bound variables.

This lemma can be proved by structural induction according to the defini-

tion of SC31 As for detailed proof, see Ono [2].
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Lemma 3. It is provable in LK that SC33 is equivalent to © for any contra-

dictory proposition g. It is provable in LJ that BίRl is equivalent to S for any

relation R and any sentence S expressible in terms of R only.

As for detailed proof, see Ono [4].

Main theorem. Let Σ be any formal system developable from a single axiom

91 in the logic LK. Then, any sentence © is provable in Σ if and only if

is provable in the logic LO for the proposition 3 defined by

for any new proposition symbol R for Σ.

Next, let Σ be any formal system having h-ary relation R as the sole primitive

notion and developable from a single axiom 91 in the logic LJ. Then, any sentence

© is provable in Σ if and only if SC53 is provable in the logic LO for the h-ary

relation 3 defined by

where τ denotes a sequence of h mutually distinct variables.

Proof. At first, I will discuss the case where Σ is a formal system de-

velopable from the axiom 91 in the logic LK.

Let © be any provable sentence in Σ, and R be any proposition symbol

which is new for Σ. Then, 91-»S must be provable in LK. Accordingly, by

virtue of Lemma 1, (9Ϊ->S)DΏ must be provable in LO, so %LR2 -»@LP] must

be also provable in LO by definition of i?-transforms.

Now, let 3 be the proposition defined by 3 ~ 9ί[i?] ->R. If we assume 9ί[iΏ,

R and g turn out to be equivalent in LO. Hence, %IR] -> SCS] must be also

provable in LO. According to Lemma 2, ©[$] is logically equivalent to

in LO. However, the last sentence is surely equivalent to

WJQ -> ((SC31 - 30 -* ( 9 O ] -> R))

i.e. to the sentence

which is deducible from 9O3-»SUg] in LO. Accordingly, we can see that
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itself is provable in LO.

Conversely, let R be a new proposition symbol for Σ, ft be the proposition

defined by ft~9I[i?]-*i?, and ©[ft] be logically provable in LO. Then, ©[ft]

must be provable in LK too, because LK is a logic stronger than LO. Since

R is a new proposition symbol for 21, the sentence ©[ft] must be provable in

LK even when we replace R by any contradictory proposition (£, e.g. the pro-

position £ defined by S *5 © A -^ 33 for any fixed proposition S.

For any sentence %, let us denote by £* the sentence obtained from % on

replacing all the proposition symbols R in % by the contradictory proposition

δ. Then, ©[ft]* *.e. ©[ft*] is logically provable in LK. %LRT i.e. 2i[&] can

be proved equivalent to 91 by Lemma 3. Moreover, if we assume 9ί i.e. 9I[6],

then ft* /.e. 9ID£]-»(£ turns out to be equivalent to 6. Accordingly, 91-»©K]

must be logically provable in LK. Since & is a contradictory proposition, ©[£]

is logically equivalent to © in LK according to Lemma 3. Hence, 21 ->S is

provable in LK. Since Σ is assumed to be developable from the sole axiom 91

standing on the logic LK, ® is provable in the formal system Σ.

Next, I will discuss the case where Σ is a formal system having &-ary

relation R as the sole primitive notion and developable from a single axiom 9ί

in the logic LJ. Also in this case, we can carry out the proof almost in

parallel with the foregoing case.

Namely, let © be any provable sentence in Σ. Then, (9I->S)[i?] must be

provable in LO. Since (9ί-*©)[i?] denotes 9I[i?]->S[i?], we can see that

9ICi?]->©Γi?] is provable in LO.

Now, let the A-ary relation gf be defined by

where τ denotes any sequence of h mutually distinct variables. If we assume

2t[2?l then ft and R turn out to be mutually equivalent relations in the sense

that (r)(δ(r) sl?(r)) holds in LJ. Hence, 9ID?]->S[g] must be provable in

LO.

According to Lemma 2, ©[ft] is equivalent to (r)((S[ft]-»ft(r)}-»ft(r)),

so

9ί[i?J->(r)((©[ft]->ft(r))^ft(r))

i.e. 9t[i?]-(r)((SCft]-ft(r))->(9ί[i?J->i?(τ)))
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must be provable in LO.

The last sentence can be proved equivalent to

which is equivalent to ©Eg] according to Lemma 2. So, ®E8Q is provable in

LO.

Conversely, let @ be any sentence of the formal system Σ for which ®Eδ]

is provable in LO. Then, ®E$] must be provable in LJ, since LJ is a logic

stronger than LO.

If we assume 31, we can prove ΈLR2 in LJ by virtue of Lemma 3, so the

relation £y can be proved equivalent to the relation R by definition of the rela-

tion g. Hence, @[i?] is deducible in LJ from the assumption ?ί. Because

βLR] can be proved equivalent to 3 in LJ by virtue of Lemma 3, we can see

that @ is deducible from 9ί in the logic LJ. Since the formal system Σ is

developable from the single axiom 9ί in the logic LJ, the sentence ® is provable

in Σ,

Concluding remark. If we can only state the axiom system of any formal

system standing on the logic LK or LJ, we can develop the system in the

primitive logic LO starting from a single TABOO by virtue of the main theorem.

Especially, we can establish either of the logics LK and LJ itself from a TABOO

as a special case of formal systems standing on LK or LJ.

For formal systems Σ developable from axiom schemes which may contain

unlimited number of axioms, we can only say that any concrete theory in Σ

can be established from a single TABOO (depending on each theory), since

any concrete theory would be developable from a finite number of axioms.
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